
INSIDR POCKET GUIDE
PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT

TRAVELLERS, NOT TOURISTS! Find all our tips on insidr.co

Read how to effectively navigate the public transport system 
in Paris and find out about all the different public transport 
tickets you can purchase.

2020

Plus, discover the best met-
ro lines when visiting Paris 
and advice on how to get to 
the N°1 main sites outside of 
Paris (Versailles, Disneyland, 
airports).

http://www.insidr.co
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PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PARIS REGION MAP

Ask us all your questions on m.me/insidrparis

Paris Region
transportation zones

Zones 1 - 3
includes not just Paris but its neigh-
boring suburbs as well as the busi-
ness district La Defense. All of the 
major attractions are within these 
zone: Eiffel Tower, Arc de Triomphe, 
Louvre

Zones 4 - 5
where both airports CDG and Orly 
belong are as well as attractions like 
Disneyland Paris and Château de 
Versailles 

http://m.me/insidrparis
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Follow our daily Paris stories on instagram.com/insidr.co

PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
TYPES OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT

This is the most popular way to get 
around the city with 14 metro lines 
and over 300 different metro sta-
tions. The metro lines only extend 
as far as Zone 3. 

THE METRO

These are trains that go outside of 
the Paris city limits, all the way to 
Zones 4 and 5. There are 3 popular 
lines among travellers: RER A for 
Disneyland, RER B for CDG Airport, 
and RER C for Versailles. 

THE RER TRAIN

Bus schedules aren’t as reliant as 
the metro’s but taking them allows 
you to enjoy the beautiful streets 
and buildings of Paris during your 
ride. A bus ticket costs 2€ when 
bought onboard and 1,90€ at ticket 
machines.

THE BUS

Paris is a big city with endless sights to see! It is home to over 2.1 million people and 
so it only makes sense that the city has got several public transport networks like 
the subway, the trains, the buses, and the trams. Below are top 3 most useful types 
of public transport for travelling in the city.

https://www.instagram.com/insidr.co/
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PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PUBLIC TRANSPORT FARES

Seasoned travellers to Paris may have al-
ready used the Navigo Pass at one point. 
Frankly, it wasn’t always so easy to get 
for non-residents in Paris. But as of sum-
mer 2019, RATP has finally come up with 
a traveller-friendly pass: the Navigo Easy! 

The Navigo Easy is a transport card that 
travellers can load with tickets as often as 
needed. Read on below to know how sim-
ply it works: 

Introducing you the new
Navigo Easy

Never miss an update on facebook.com/insidrparis

REMEMBER:
1. Navigo Easy passes 
don’t require a photo 
unlike the Navigo 
Pass.

2. Each person must 
have their own 
Navigo Easy when 
travelling together. 

3. The Navigo Easy 
cannot be loaded 
with RER tickets yet. 
For trips outside of 
Paris (Versailles, Disn-
eyland, CDG Airport), 
you must purchase 
a single-use RER 
paper ticket from a 
machine. 

4. A single Navigo 
Easy pass cannot be 
loaded with both 
adult and child tick-
ets. You will need a 
separate Navigo Easy 
card for your child 
and then load it with 
the child-rate tickets.

Navigo Easy
advantages

Cheaper than the t+ tickets
The Navigo Easy card itself costs 2€ but you can economize by loading it 
with a ‘carnet’ of 10 tickets which only costs 14,90€. Cheaper than buying 
single-use paper t+ tickets!

1
2
3

Convenient
Simply tap the card on the ticket gates! This card can be used on the metro, 
bus, tram and even on the RoissyBus and Orlybus! The card is also easier to 
keep track of than the paper tickets!

Eco-friendly
Say goodbye to the tiny non-recyclable paper tickets that keep getting lost! 
RATP aims to slowly phase out the single-use paper tickets by summer 2020.

Using your
Navigo Easy

Going through ticket gates: Just tap it on the purple 
card reader on the ticket gates to enter. Note that 
failure to validate your card results to a fine of 35€.

Loading and checking the balance: simply find a 
ticket machine inside a metro station and just place 
your card on top of the purple card reader.

http://www.facebook.com/insidrparis
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Never miss an update on facebook.com/insidrparis Download more Free Guides on insidr.co/free-guide-form

PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
OTHER TICKET OPTIONS

paper T+ tickets

Mobilis Day Pass

Paris Visite Pass

Single-use paper T+ tickets are a 
good idea if you’re only planning on 
riding public transport sparingly 
during your trip. Otherwise, the Navi-
go Easy would be your best bet!

The Mobilis Day pass includes un-
limited rides in metro, tramway, bus, 
RER. This pass is nominative which 
means it cannot be shared between 
2 people. The price starts at 7,50€ 
and each pass can only be used for 
1 day.

This pass is valid for 1, 2, 3, or 5 consec-
utive days and allows unlimited trav-
el on metro, bus, tram, and RER. It’s 
a bit pricey and starts at 25,25€ for 1 
day up to 65,80€ for 5 days.  

4 Navigo Pass

The Navigo Pass is different from 
the Navigo Easy. This pass is perfect 
for people who are planning on stay-
ing in Paris for at least a month. This 
pass requires buying the weekly or 
the monthly rate. A monthly Navigo 
Pass covers unlimited travel across 
all 5 zones and on all forms of public 
transport in the Paris Region. 

https://insidr.co/free-guide-form/
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PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
TRAVELLING OUTSIDE THE CITY LIMITS

These 2 attractions are among the few 
that are located outside of the Paris city 
limits therefore, you must use the RER 
which are suburban trains. You cannot 
use T+ tickets nor your Navigo Easy 
Pass for this. 

To buy an RER train ticket, you must se-
lect your origin station and destination 
station. This will determine the price of 
your ticket. 

Planning to visit
Versailles or Disneyland?

Getting to Versailles

Getting to Disneyland

Train stop: Château de Versailles 
Rive Gauche

Travel time: 1hr from
Saint-Michel Notre Dame station 

7,10€ - round-trip tickets (3,55€ one 
way)

5:25 am - first train from Paris
11:50 pm - last train back to Paris

Train stop: Marne-la-Vallee Chessy

Travel time: 40min from
Chatelet-les-Halles station 

15,20€ - round-trip tickets (7,60€ 
one way)

5:18 am - first train from Paris
12:24 am - last train back to Paris

The château opens at 9 am. 
We recommend leaving 
from St. Michel Notre-Dame 
at 7:40 am to get there early 
enough for the queue.

Get your return RER train 
tickets to avoid waiting in 
line at the end of the day!

Disneyland Park and Walt 
Disney Studios open at 
10am. Take the train from 
Chatelet-les-Halles at 8:46 
am to get there just before 
the opening.

If you plan to see the 10 pm 
fireworks parade which 
lasts 20 min, you will still 
have plenty of time to catch 
your train after the show. 

PLANNING TIPS

PLANNING TIPS

Follow us on facebook.com/insidrparis

Marne-la-Vallee Chessy

Versailles Chateau - Rive Gauche

2

1

http://facebook.com/insidrparis
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PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
ACCESSING THE AIRPORTS

There are a few different ways to get to 
the city center after landing in Paris. 

The fastest way is by RER B which con-
nects both Orly and CDG airports to the 
center of the city.
 
Alternative options are airport shuttles, 
local buses, taxis, and ride shares.  

Airport to city center

From CDG

By RER train:
Take the RER B train from Terminal 

2 or Terminal 3. 

€11.90 - adult

€7 - child

40min - travel time to Chate-

let-les-Halles (Paris center)

You can load your RoissyBus 
tickets in your Navigo Easy 
pass. Buy this separately on 
the machine.

Local bus n° 351 from CDG 
to Paris accepts Navigo 
Passes zones 1-5.

Travellers with large suit-
cases or children are better 
off taking the shuttle bus or 
booking a ride share. 
RER B trains are especial-
ly crowded and most train 
stations don’t have lifts or 
escalators. 

SMART TIPS

Discover beautiful Paris spots on instagram.com/insidr.co

1

Don’t be scammed by fake 
taxis! Official airport taxis 
can only be boarded from 
the taxi stand.

SAFETY TIPS

By airport shuttle:
1) Roissybus from every terminal to Opera station in Paris. 

Ticket costs 12€. Travel time is 60 min.

2) Le Bus Direct from every terminal to Tour Eiffel. Ticket 

costs €18. Travel time 70 min.

By taxi:
There is a flat rate for taxi from the airport to the city. 
From CDG to the Left Bank = €55

From CDG to the Right Bank = €50

*Rideshare rates will be around the same price.

By local bus:
Local bus n° 351 from terminals 1, 2A, 2C, 2D and TGV-SNCF 

station to Paris (Nation). Use 3 T+ tickets or pay €6 to the 

driver directly. Travel time 55 min.

ORLY

CDG

http://instagram.com/insidr.co
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APPS TO DOWNLOAD

PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
ACCESSING THE AIRPORTS

From Orly

By RER train:
First take the Orly-Val Airport train 

at the West Terminal to Antony 

RER station.

From Antony RER station, take RER 

B to the city.

€12.10 - adult

€6.05 - child

45 min - travel time to Paris

You can load your OrlyBus 
tickets in your Navigo Easy 
pass. Buy this separately on 
the machine.

Your Navigo Easy and
Mobilis pass do not cover 
the OrlyVal ride however, 
the Paris Visite pass does. 

SMART TIPS

Ask us your questions on m.me/insidrparis

2
By airport shuttle:
1) Orlybus from every terminal to Paris Denfert-Rochereau 

station in Paris. Ticket costs €8.70. Travel time is 40 min.

2) Le Bus Direct from every terminal to Arc de Triomphe. 

Ticket costs €20 (adult), €14 (child). Travel time is 70 min.

By taxi:
There is a flat rate from Orly airport to the city. 
From Orly to the Left Bank = €30

From Orly to the Right Bank = €35

*Rideshare rates will be around the same price.

RATP.fr
RATP is the official 
transport company in 

Paris. Their app will tell 

you the real-time sta-

tus of trains and buses.

CITYMAPPER
Citymapper is our top 

navigation app for go-

ing around the city! 

It also recommends 

excellent walking and 

cycling routes!

http://m.me/insidrparis
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PARIS PUBLIC TRANSPORT
INSIDR FAVORITES

Paris’ transport system is not only effi-
cient, it’s also incredibly easy for sightsee-
ing. Read our tips for the best metro line 
to optimize your visits, the best bus lines 
to explore the city on a rainy day for €2, 
and also the most Instagrammable metro 
stations!

TIPS ON USING THE METRO

Join our community on facebook.com/insidrparis

Best Metro Line

1
Best Bus Lines

2
Beautiful Metro 

Stations3

Line 1 is the best line for eager travelers as it takes you to all the 
top attractions like Arc de Triomphe, Champs-Élysées, the Lou-
vre, Palais-Royal across Le Marais and all the way to Bastille!

Taking the bus in Paris is one of the best ways to see the city as 
it truly is! 

The metro system in Paris may be one of the world’s oldest but it 
has beautiful stations as well! 

Some stations to check out are: 

Louvre-Rivoli platform on Line 1
Arts et Métiers platform on Line 11
Concorde platform on Line 12

From Gare St-Lazare, Opéra Garnier, the Marais, Place des 
Vosges and ending at Bastille.

From Père Lachaise Cemetery, Bastille, Louvre, Musée d’Orsay 
and ending at Champ de Mars - Eiffel Tower

Along the Seine River from Chatelet, Hotel de Ville, Louvre, 
Concorde, Grand Palais, Pont Alexandre III

From Arc de Triomphe, through Champs Elysées, Place de la 
Concorde and until Musée d’Orsay.

29

69

72

73

http://facebook.com/insidrparis
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INSIDR ADVANTAGES IN PARIS
SHOPPING & SIGHTSEEING VOUCHERS  

FIND  MORE DISCOUNTS, FREE GIFTS, & VIP EXPERIENCES ON INSIDR.CO/OFFERS

TAP TO DOWNLOAD

TAP TO DOWNLOAD TAP TO DOWNLOAD

TAP TO DOWNLOAD

TAP TO DOWNLOAD TAP TO DOWNLOAD

VEDETTES DE PARIS
Champagne Cruise Upgrade

LONGCHAMP
VIP Shopping Experience

QUAI BRANLY MUSEUM
25% Ticket Discount

MOULIN ROUGE
Premium Access

GALERIES LAFAYETTE
Free Alain Ducasse Chocolates

BY TERRY
Free Beauty Travel Kit

https://links.insidr.co/tracker/get-redirect/bx1oli3lvwroy5a32kj4m3wiyqh3lv62
https://links.insidr.co/tracker/get-redirect/wqj9o06ag4u2kj757ysc4bwva38g7v45
https://links.insidr.co/tracker/get-redirect/euuo63y53fkcseihmnamh5ak6bj826e1
https://links.insidr.co/tracker/get-redirect/ygjrjgzwd0i3zsbf201366z9c97upt94
https://links.insidr.co/tracker/get-redirect/obf1mjrbiw9r36tgwcccserk8rrenmin
https://links.insidr.co/tracker/get-redirect/mfovs8as1m2wbfw9v5wtknt40hij47xl
https://insidr.co/offers/?utm_source=insidr&utm_medium=Insidr%20Free%20Guide&utm_campaign=Insidr%20Free%20Guide

